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Abstract Solid-state bonding between steel and a Cu

alloy was studied to investigate fabrication of advanced

bimetallic composites by using spark plasma sintering

(SPS). In order to obtain proper bonding strength between

the mating materials, Si and Al were alloyed to Cu–Zn

brass to enhance interdiffusion with steel. The alloying

elements diffused from the Cu alloy to steel, which trans-

formed from the gamma to alpha phase during bonding.

Owing to the phase stability of steel, the new colum-

nar microstructure that evolved during the transforma-

tion across the joint interface showed high bonding

strength between the mating alloys. The samples bonded

without fracture, defects, or inhomogeneous deformation.

Microstructural observations, elementary mapping, and

mechanical testing demonstrated that the SPS technique

and specific bonding parameters enhanced the interdiffu-

sion between the metals. This novel method would be well

suited to strengthen bonding between two dissimilar metals

with different diffusion coefficients.

Introduction

Bimetallic composites of dissimilar metals have been

increasingly studied to satisfy a growing need for materials

with unique mechanical, physical, and chemical properties

[1–4]. A bimetallic strip of different metals with different

thermal expansion coefficients is widely called a ‘‘bimetal’’

and it has been used in thermometers, thermostats, glow

lamps, and electromagnetic switches. The composite is

fabricated by various methods such as clad rolling [5–8],

diffusion bonding [9, 10], extrusion [11, 12], and sintering

[13, 14], and the main issue for its fabrication is achieving

high bonding strength between the mating metals. Mechan-

ical bonding accompanied by plastic deformation is the most

convenient method, while its drawback is low resistance to

heavy loading, inhomogeneous deformation, and extreme

atmospheres such as high temperatures and corrosive envi-

ronments. Acceleration of interdiffusion between metals

could overcome the weaknesses owing to strengthening of

bonding across the joint interface. However, the high process

temperatures and long-annealing times required to promote

interdiffusion burden the fabrication process, and strong

bonding is not expected intrinsically for combination of

materials with low interdiffusion between them.

The spark plasma sintering (SPS) method is a well-

known technique for powder sintering. It reduces sintering

time and temperature and provides high densification when

compared to conventional sintering [15]. The shortening of

the sintering duration and lowering of the sintering tem-

perature can be attributed to a microscopic electric dis-

charge between the particles under pressure [16, 17]. In this

study, SPS was applied to solid-state bonding between a Cu

alloy and steel to obtain high bonding strength. Bimetallic

composites of Cu and Fe have been used in the mechanical

parts of axial piston pumps, which are utilized in applica-

tions for converting mechanical power into hydraulic

power. An axial piston pump consists of multiple pistons in

a circular array within a cylinder block born against the

swash plate by means of slippers, and the surface of the

slippers needs resistance against abrasive wear. The pistons

themselves have to simultaneously endure high torque
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strength to respond to high-load operations. The practical

bimetallic composite of the slipper (Cu alloy) and the

piston (steel) is fabricated by mechanical bonding,

although it exhibits poor resistance to high-stress loading

owing to low bonding strength. Several literatures con-

cerning solid-state bonding of dissimilar metals by SPS

have been reported [18–20], while the incorporation of Cu

alloy with steel has not been reported thus far.

Extensive experimental studies on the impurity diffusion

coefficient of Cu in Fe [21–24] and Fe in Cu [25–29] are

summarized that the diffusion coefficient of Cu in Fe is

several orders of magnitude lower than that of Fe in Cu.

These experimental results are in agreement with simula-

tions by the Diffusion-Controlled Transformation (DIC-

TRA) software [30, 31]. On the other hand, Fe and Cu

mutually dissolve in each other to a certain degree at high

temperature; the solubility limit of Cu in Fe is 1.9 at.% at

1123 K and that of Fe in Cu is 4.6 at.% at 1369 K. This

data suggest that it is difficult to achieve durable bonding

between Cu and Fe via conventional diffusion.

In this study, the Cu alloy was designed to enhance

interdiffusion with steel. We have previously studied the

diffusion bonding between an Fe–Al alloy and pure Fe, and

have reported successful bonding and subsequent rolling

without fracture and warp. When the Al concentration in Fe

exceeded the solubility limit in the gamma phase at the

bonding temperature, a columnar microstructure developed

on the steel side and provided high bonding strength [32, 33].

The mechanism of the columnar microstructure’s evolution

was understood in terms of the transformation from the

gamma to alpha phase in steel during bonding, which was

caused by Al diffusion from the Fe–Al alloy to steel [33].

Aluminum alloying restricts the formation of FCC structure

iron (gamma), causing the gamma area of the phase diagram

to contract to a small area referred as the gamma loop. This

means that Al is encouraging the formation of BCC structure

iron (alpha), and one result is that the delta- and alpha-phase

fields become continuous. The gamma loop in the Fe–Al

binary phase diagram (Fig. 1a) limits the Al solubility in the

gamma phase and an Al concentration above the solubility

limit causes transformation to the alpha phase [34]. In this

study, this concept was applied to the coupling of steel with a

Cu alloy, where Si and Al alloyed to Cu would diffuse to and

then cause transformation in the steel. The Fe–Si binary

phase diagram also has a gamma loop similar to the one in the

Fe–Al binary phase diagram as shown in Fig. 1b [35]. The

solubility of Si and Al in gamma Fe are 3.7 at.% at 1433 K

and 2.4 at.% at 1411 K, respectively; their solubility in alpha

Fe are 19.2 at.% at 1553 K and 55.0 at.% at 1338 K,

respectively. When the concentrations of both elements

diffusing from the Cu alloy to steel exceed the solubility limit

in gamma Fe, transformation from the gamma to alpha phase

should occur. Alpha nucleation followed by grain growth

produces a new microstructure, which develops with a con-

centration gradient of Si and Al. Consequently, a columnar

microstructural evolution across the joint interface is

achieved and a high bonding strength is expected. The pur-

pose of this study is to produce a bimetallic composite of the

Cu alloy and steel with high bonding strength by SPS, with

special focus on evolution of the new microstructure induced

by the transformation.

Experimental procedures

Cu–Zn brass alloyed with Al and Si (described as the Cu

alloy hereafter) and heat-resistant steel (described as

SCM435 hereafter) were used in this study. The Cu alloy

ingot was prepared by high frequency induction furnace

melting, and it was extruded to round bar at 873 K. The

mechanical properties of the materials are as following;

tensile strength, yield strength, tensile elongation, and

Vickers hardness are 672, 315 MPa, 17 % and 180 Hv for

Cu alloy, and 985 MPa, 817 MPa, 15 % and 318 Hv for

SCM435. Figure 2 shows the microstructure (a) and energy-

dispersive X-ray spectrometry (EDS) elementary mapping

of Al (b), Cu (c), Fe (d), Si (e), and Zn (f) in the Cu alloy,

revealing a dual phase of Cu solid solution and precipitation

with high Fe, Al, and Si concentrations; the compositions of

the precipitate and the matrix marked by ?A and ?B in

Fig. 2 were 33.6Al–27.4Si–11.4Fe–20.5Ni–4.4Cu–2.7Zn

and 8.4Al–1.4Si–0.4Fe–1.8Ni–60.9Cu–27.1Zn in at.%,

respectively. On the other hand, SCM435 exhibited a

deformed microstructure of bcc ferrite. The chemical com-

positions are tabulated in Table 1, where Si, C, and other

components were analyzed by absorption spectroscopy,

infrared spectroscopy, and inductively coupled plasma

mass spectroscopy (ICP–MS), respectively. The Cu alloy
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Fig. 1 Portion of the Fe-rich (a) Fe–Al and (b) Fe–Si binary phase

diagram
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(20 mm /, 2 mm thickness) was placed on SCM435 (20 mm

/, 20 mm thickness) for SPS bonding. The contact surface

was ground with 1500–grade SiC paper, followed by ultra-

sonic cleaning in ethanol. The specimen was set into a

graphite die with an internal / of 20.1 mm and bonded using

a spark plasma sintering system (Dr. Sinter SPS-1050T,

Sumitomo Coal Mining Co. Ltd., Japan). The specimen was

heated to 873 K at a heating rate of about 100 K/min with a

holding time of 3 min, followed by 50 K/min to 973 K,

20 K/min to 1023 K, 10 K/min to 1073 or 1103 K. The

bonding was conducted at 1023, 1073, and 1103 K for 10 or

30 min in vacuum of *6 Pa, followed by nitrogen gas

cooling. The temperature was controlled by a thermocouple

inserted in the graphite die (positioned near the bonding

interface). A uniaxial pressure of 20 MPa was applied on the

sample through a graphite punch with 20 mm /; the pressure

was maintained at 20 MPa during bonding.

When the mating materials were bonded, the composite was

cut into two pieces perpendicular to the joint interface. The cut

surface was polished mechanically, followed by chemical

polishing using a colloidal silica suspension with a particle size

of approximately 0.04 lm. The specimen was submitted

for scanning electron microscopy (SEM) observation and

SEM–EDS analysis (XL 30 FEG, Phillips, The Netherlands).

An exfoliation test specimen measuring 8 mm / in the loading

part and 1.7 mm / in the axial shaft was prepared by wire-cut

electrical discharge machining, where the joint interface was

positioned in the axial shaft, as shown in Fig. 3. The bonding

strength was determined by an exfoliation test using a universal

mechanical strength tester (Romulus, Quad Group, USA), and

the fractured surface was observed by SEM.

Results

Microstructure observation

All spark-plasma-sintered samples were bonded properly

without fracture or inhomogeneous deformation. SEM

micrographs in the interface vicinity of the samples are

shown in Fig. 4. The samples shown were bonded at

1023 K for 10 min (Fig. 4a) and 30 min (Fig. 4b), at

1073 K for 30 min (Fig. 4c), and at 1103 K for 30 min

(Fig. 4d). The original joint interface is not observed

clearly, and the position of the interface marked by arrows

is determined by measuring the distance from the opposite

(f)

(c)(b)

(e)(d)

10 μm

+A
+B

+A
+B

+A
+B

+A
+B

+A
+B

+A
+B

(a)

Fig. 2 SEM micrograph (a) and EDS elementary mapping of Al (b), Cu (c), Fe (d), Si (e), and Zn (f) in the Cu alloy

Table 1 Summary of chemically analyzed compositions in wt.% (at.% in parentheses)

Material Fe Al Si Cr Zn Cu C Mo Ni

SCM435 97.3 (96.3) 0.1 (0.2) 0.2 (0.4) 1.2 (1.2) – – 0.4 (1.7) 0.2 (0.1) 0.1 (0.1)

Cu alloy 0.7 (0.8) 3.7 (8.2) 0.8 (1.7) – 28.5 (25.0) 66.2 (61.4) – – 2.8 (2.9)
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side of the joint face and marking the facing corner of each

mating material by sharpening. A columnar microstructure

evolved from the interface to the Cu alloy side, and a few

micrometers of the second phase, as shown in the raw Cu

alloy (Fig. 2), was observed on the Cu alloy side of the

composite. The width of the columnar grain in Fig. 4b was

wider than that in Fig. 4a, while it decreased with bonding

temperature. Kirkendall voids were observed near the front

of the columnar grains on the Cu alloy side, suggesting that

diffused flux of the Cu alloy is larger than that of SCM435.

This is explained by the solid affinity between both

alloying elements (Al and Si) and Fe due to the phase

stability, which enhances their diffusion from the Cu alloy

to SCM435.

Platen

Joint interface

SCM435

Cu alloy

Loading 
direction

(a) (b)

Cu alloy

Fig. 3 Schematic illustration of

(a) the exfoliation test and

(b) photo of its specimen

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 4 SEM micrographs in the interface vicinity of the sample that bonded at (a) 1023 K for 10 min, (b) 1023 K for 30 min, (c) 1073 K for

30 min, and (d) 1103 K for 30 min
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EDS analysis

Figure 5 displays the EDS line profiles of the samples

bonded at 1023 K for 10 and 30 min, at 1073 K for

30 min, and at 1103 K for 30 min. A continuous change in

the concentration of the constituent elements, without any

intermediate phases, was found across the interface. Fe

diffused to the Cu alloy side, while Cu did not diffuse to

SCM435. Si and Al diffused from the Cu alloy to SCM435,

and concentrated on the Cu alloy side near the joint

interface. The concentrations were lower than the nominal

Si (1.7 at.%) and Al (8.2 at.%) compositions of the Cu

alloy. Figure 6 shows the EDS elementary mapping of the

samples that bonded at 1023 K for 10 and 30 min, at

1073 K for 30 min and at 1103 K for 30 min, revealing

high Fe, Si, and Al content with Cu descending in the

columnar grains and precipitates. The results were sup-

ported by point analysis of the sample that bonded at

1023 K for 30 min and at 1103 K for 30 min, as shown in

Fig. 7a, b, respectively, where the joint interface is shown

by arrows. The dark contrast area of the columnar grains

and precipitates corresponded to high concentrations of Fe,

Al, and Si, while the bright area corresponded to high

concentrations of Cu and Zn. At point 1 in Fig. 7a or point

2 in Fig. 7b located near the joint interface, the concen-

trations of Al and Si were high. Similarly, the concentra-

tions of Al and Si were high at point 4 in Fig. 7a and point

4 in Fig. 7b located far from the joint interface. Compared

to the nominal concentrations (Table 1), Si was more

enriched than Al in these regions. As a result, the alloying

elements were distributed in correlation with the micro-

structure and the distributions are not related to their dis-

tance from the interface.

Bonding strength

Table 2 summarizes the results of the exfoliation test, and

plastic deformation was not observed in the stress–strain

curves of all the samples. The samples that bonded at

temperatures of 1023, 1073, and 1103 K for 30 min were

not fractured up to the measurement limit of the equipment.

On the other hand, the sample that bonded at 1023 K for

10 min fractured on the Cu alloy side. Figure 8 shows the

side-view and fractured surface of the exfoliated sample

that bonded at 1023 K for 10 min. The fractured position

was located on the Cu alloy side near the joint interface, as

shown in Fig. 8a; most of the fractured surface was occu-

pied by the Cu alloy except for the rim of the sample, as

shown in Fig. 8b. Figure 8c, d are magnifications of the

center of the fractured surface and the circled area,

respectively, in Fig. 8b. The Cu alloy fractured intergra-

nularly, as shown in Fig. 8c, whereas the rim or near-edge

area of the fractured surface corresponded to the joint

interface shown in Fig. 8d.
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Fig. 5 EDS line profile

for the samples that bonded at

(a) 1023 K for 10 min,

(b) 1023 K for 30 min,

(c) 1073 K for 30 min,

(d) 1103 K for 30 min
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 6 EDS elementary mapping of the samples that bonded at (a) 1023 K for 10 min, (b) 1023 K for 30 min, (c) 1073 K for 30 min, and

(d) 1103 K for 30 min

Al Si Fe Cr Zn Cu

1 0.5 0.6 93.8 1.7 0.7 0.8

2 10.1 2.7 83.6 1.2 0.9 1.5

3 6.4 3.8 13.7 1.0 21.8 50.5

4 14.1 9.0 63.3 0.3 1.7 4.1

5 6.1 2.6 11.1 0.4 22.1 54.4

Al Si Fe Cr Zn Cu

1 14.1 5.9 71.4 0.9 1.8 2.7

2 11.8 14.9 52.0 0.6 5.8 10.7

3 5.7 0.4 5.1 0.3 26.3 60.4

4 9.9 14.9 47.6 0.6 7.7 16.2

5 6.5 3.0 11.0 0.3 23.3 54.5

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7 EDS point analysis of

the sample that bonded at

(a) 1023 K for 30 min and

(b) 1103 K for 30 min
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Discussion

This study proved that the newly formed microstructure

across the initial joint interface provided sound bonding

between the mating materials. Si and Al were alloyed to

Cu–Zn brass to initiate transformation from the gamma to

alpha phase in steel, and the new microstructure evolved

across the joint interface. EDS analysis revealed that both

Si and Al were concentrated near the joint interface, and

both metals were alloyed with Fe that diffused from the

SCM435 side. Consequently, different characteristic

microstructures were formed in the Cu alloy near the joint

interface; columnar grains originated from the transformed

alpha nucleation and the second phase originated from the

precipitates (Fig. 2). The interdiffusion coefficient of the

alpha was several orders of magnitude higher than that of

the gamma phase according to the interdiffusion coefficient

in the Cu–Fe system [20, 36], which supported Fe diffusion

Table 2 Summary of bonding strength determined by the exfoliation test

SPS conditions Bonding strength/MPa Fractured position

Temperature/K Bonding time/min

1023 10 215 Cu alloy

1023 30 [432 Not fractured

1073 30 [432 Not fractured

1103 30 [432 Not fractured

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 8 (a) Side-view and (b–d) fractured surface of the exfoliated sample that bonded at 1023 K for 10 min. Magnified view of the (c) center

and (d) circled area in (b)
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to the Cu alloy side. Figure 9 illustrates the proposed

model for the present solid-state bonding. The current

applied during SPS raised the sample temperature, and both

Si and Al in the Cu alloy diffused near the joint interface

toward the SCM435 side (Fig. 9a). When the concentra-

tions of Si and Al exceeded the solubility limit of gamma

steel in SCM435, transformation to alpha phase occurred

(Fig. 9b), followed by alpha grain growth to the Cu alloy

side (Fig. 9c). At the same time, the concentrated Si and Al

near the joint interface alloyed with Fe that diffused from

SCM435. With increasing bonding time, the columnar

grains grew to the Cu alloy side, accompanied by coales-

cence with the second phase in the Cu alloy. The narrow

width and short length of the columnar grains observed in

the sample that bonded at 1103 K for 30 min (Fig. 4d) was

attributed to the extended curve of the gamma loop in the

Fe–Al or Fe–Si binary phase diagram (Fig. 1). In this case,

the transformation was delayed due to the high concen-

trations of Al and Si required.

SPS enhances diffusion due to a microscopic electric

discharge between the particles [16, 17], which enables

powder sintering at low temperatures. It is noteworthy to

mention that the controlled temperature monitored by a

thermocouple installed in the graphite die is different from

the actual temperature. The actual temperature of the sample

should be higher than the controlled temperature, because

the thermocouple cannot detect a local increase in temper-

ature provided by a microscopic electric discharge between

substances. A difference between the actual and controlled

temperatures could be suppressed in metals but not in

ceramics because of the metal’s higher thermal conductivity.

According to the temperature distribution calculation in the

powder compact and die, the higher the thermal conductivity

of the sample, the lower the temperature difference [37, 38].

Thermal conduction analysis of powder sintering by SPS

concluded that the local heat generation at the necked region

was up to 200–300 K higher than the average temperature

and it enhances the rapid densification and interparticle

binding [39]. The present sample is not fabricated by powder

sintering, but the local heating in the vicinity of joint inter-

face is likely. The temperatures applied in this study 1023,

1073, and 1103 K were lower than the transformation tem-

perature of Fe (1185 K). The actual temperature of the

present sample should be higher than the controlled tem-

perature, because the new microstructure proposed by the

above-mentioned model should appear at a temperature

above 1185 K. We estimate a difference of at least 160 K

between the actual and the monitored temperatures.

We conclude that the evolved microstructure across the

joint interface strengthened the bonding between the mat-

ing materials. The microstructure was formed by trans-

formation in steel, which was initiated by alloy design to

promote diffusion affecting steel’s phase stability. The

present study therefore provides a novel method to produce

an advanced bimetallic composite.

Conclusion

Solid-state bonding between steel and a Cu alloy with a

composition designed to enhance diffusion based on phase

stability of steel was conducted via SPS. The alloying

elements Si and Al diffused from the Cu alloy to steel and

caused transformation from the gamma to alpha phase. As

SCM435

Fe

SiAl

α nucleation α grain growth

(a) (b) (c) (d)

coalescence with 
the second phase

Cu alloy

growth of 
the second phase the second phase 

Fig. 9 Illustration of the proposed model for microstructure evolu-

tion: (a) both Si and Al in the Cu alloy diffuse to the SCM435 side;

(b) alpha nucleation near the joint interface; (c) grain growth to the

Cu alloy side; (d) grain growth accompanied by coalescence with

precipitates in the Cu alloy
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a result, a columnar microstructure evolved from steel to

the Cu alloy across the joint interface, leading to high

bonding strength between the mating alloys. The new

microstructure evolution was explained by the proposed

model based on transformation in conjunction with inter-

diffusion of the constituents during bonding.
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